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Eulerian microphysics

- available liquid water is divided into histogram bins
- for aerosol - cloud interaction studies 2D histogram is created with "wet" and "dry" radius
- parametrisations of source and sink terms are applied to each bin
- new histogram dimensions needed for chemical compounds...
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- Maxwell-Mason equation of condensational growth for each super-droplet using $\kappa$-Koehler parametrisation of higroscopicity (Petters & Kreidenweis, 2007)
- collisions for each super-droplet by a Monte-Carlo coalescence scheme (Shima et al. 2009)
- sedimentation of each super-droplet (Khvorostyanov & Curry, 2002)

- CCN activation
- condensational growth
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- wet deposition
- droplet deactivation
Example results with collisions (2D kinematic set-up)

- **set-up:** Grabowski & Lebo (ICMW 2012)
- **2D prescribed flow**
- **advection:** libmpdata++ (2-pass FCT)
- **µ-physics:** libcloudph++
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Figure 9: Plots of dry and wet size spectra for ten locations within the simulation domain. The locations and their labels (a–j) are overlaid on plots in Figure 8. The vertical bars at 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 25 \( \mu \text{m} \) indicate the range of particle wet radii which is associated with cloud droplets. See section 5.4 for discussion.
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Lagrangian microphysics + aqueous chemistry
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Lagrangian microphysics + aqueous chemistry

super-droplets in the domain with attributes:

- location
- wet radius
- dry radius
- multiplicity
- mass of chemical compounds within droplets:
  - $\text{H}_2\text{O} \cdot \text{SO}_2$, $\text{O}_3$, $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$,
  - $\text{H}_2\text{O} \cdot \text{CO}_2$, $\text{H}_2\text{O} \cdot \text{NH}_3$,
  - $\text{HNO}_3$, $\text{HSO}_3^-$, $\text{SO}_3^{2-}$,
  - $\text{HCO}_3^-$, $\text{CO}_3^{2-}$, $\text{NO}_3^-$, $\text{NH}_4^+$,
  - $\text{H}^+$, $\text{OH}^-$, $\text{HSO}_4^-$, $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$
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- gas uptake is treated as nonequilibrium process
- gas-liquid and liquid-liquid equilibria are computed for all super-droplets
- oxidation of sulfur is computed only for cloud droplets
- no adjustment for high-ionic strength of some droplets
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Example results with chemistry (2D kinematic set-up)

- set-up: Grabowski & Lebo (ICMW 2012)
- 2D prescribed flow
- advection: *libmpdata++* (2-pass FCT)
- $\mu$-physics: *libcloudph++*
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2×2 cell particle-derived spectra
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Rule 1: The Effective Radius

Rule 2: The Rainfall Rate

Rule 3: The Evaporation Rate

Rule 4: The Aerosol Concentration
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